
that includes CEOs, City traders, entrepreneurs, and pri-
vate investors.  She has taught for the Faculty of Astro-
logical Studies, was Chair of the Astrological Association 
of Great Britain, and is currently a trustee of the Urania 
Trust.  Christeen is now Chair of the Advisory Board of 
NCGR and is a Director of Cityscopes London Ltd. 

CHRISTEEN SKINNER is a consulting astrologer special-
izing in business affairs.  She is the author of Exploring 
the Financial Universe (2016) Beginners Guide to the 
Financial Universe (2017), and The Financial Universe 
(2004 [in which she forecast the financial crisis of 
2008]).  Christeen works in London, UK, with a clientele 

Saturday and Sunday, July 15 and 16, 2017 
A Weekend on 

MASTERING ASTROLOGICAL TECHNIQUES 
ASTROCARTOGRAPHY, MIDPOINTS, HARMONICS, AND ECLIPSES

SATURDAY is devoted to ASTRO-GEOGRAPHY: the power of place in affecting your health, wealth, and suc-
cess.  We will be using charts of attendees to show how to read an astro-cartography map and how to evaluate 
relocation techniques, as well as understand the difference between astro-geography and local space charts.  
We’ll also cover the important eclipse visible across North America in August 2017.  

SUNDAY focuses on midpoints, midpoint trees, and family dynamics through midpoints.   How do we calculate 
midpoints and which ones are most essential?  We’ll also look at harmonics and progressed declinations.   

Thursday Evening • July 13, 2017 • 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.

USING FINANCIAL ASTROLOGY TO UNDERSTAND ECONOMIC CYCLES
What’s the outlook for 2017 and beyond? Adding astrology to your trading toolbox yields valuable 
and practical information to help you manage your money and investments and understand shorter 
and longer-term economic and financial cycles. An evening for investors, traders, and astrologers.

Friday Daytime and Evening • July 14, 2017 
During the day we will offer adventures to attendees depending on their interests (to the Toronto 
Islands? The Distillery District? The Beach? Local museums?). Friday evening features a social  
gathering at a local home. 

LOCATION: Victoria College, University of Toronto Campus in Toronto, Canada
COST: Thursday evening:  $35 • Weekend:  $225 • Registration Special by May 15 for Weekend: $195

TO REGISTER, CONTACT: Janet Markham • email: jaylynn37@gmail.com

CHRISTEEN SKINNER 
Returns to Toronto, Canada!

July 13 through 16, 2017 

A Weekend with Christeen Skinner
Assisted by Priscilla Costello and Janet Markham



Two New Books from
Christeen H. Skinner and Ibis Press

The Beginner’s Guide to the  
Financial Universe
An Introduction to the Role of  
the Sun, Moon, and Planets  
in Financial Markets

$24.95 US 
Written in response to demands from clients and astrology 
students, here is a step-by-step approach to understanding the 
effect of the solar system and market movements. Investigating 
the sunspot cycle and moving on through seasonality charts and 
lunar trading, it presents information in an easy-to-read style.  
Examples show the link between the movements of each planet 
on an index or stock price. Attention is given to the twenty-year 
business cycle—the period between one Jupiter-Saturn conjunc-
tion and the next—which has similarities to the Lunar Nodal  
cycle. 
  The concluding chapter offers date, time and place data 
that can be used for further investigation. Illustrated with charts 
taken from the Optuma software trading platform.

Exploring the Financial Universe
The Role of the Sun and Planets 
in the World of Finance

$22.95 US 
The role of the Sun, planets and stars and their influence on global 
markets is intriguing to traders and investors alike. Christeen Skin-
ner’s research shows very definite links between major stock market 
movements and the position of the planets. This book will be of 
interest to those with little understanding of astrology as well as to 
those well-versed in the subject. The work includes charts, graphs 
and horoscopes and explanation of some of the techniques used for 
astro-financial forecasting.
  Chapters include: Stock Market Crashes of the 20th century; 
Currencies and major planetary configurations; Commodity price 
movements; Property price cycles and the role of the Moon and plan-
ets; The link between planet cycles, time and price; Financial timing 
indicators in your own chart; Forecasts 2017–2024.
  Illustrated with financial charts taken from the Optuma  
software program for astro-traders.


